PORETEX POLISHING PADS

In the surface preparation process, there is a need to produce ultra polished surfaces with synthetic pads. Spartan Felt Company’s suede polishing material is designed to generate final polished surfaces using sub-micron slurries. It's unique, resilient design allows the pore structure to recover from polishing compression and sets-up a fluid transfer action with the slurry. Poretex Pads are available in plain, embossed or textured front surfaces. Pressure sensitive adhesive is standard for use with a wide pH slurry range.

THICKNESS: 1.2 mm
WIDTH: Pre-cut or 53” wide rolls
WEIGHT: 598 grams/linear yd.
COMPRESSION: 12%
HARDNESS: 68 SHORE A
PORE SIZE: ≈ 400 UM
NAP LENGTH: ≈ 50 µ

Spartan Polishing Pads are a cost effective choice for precision final polishing. Attention to customer service needs and quality control procedures are a priority with us. Please call us today with you final polishing requirements. Contact Information:

SPARTAN FELT CO. – POLISHING PAD GROUP
Spartanburg, SC, USA
TEL: 864-576-7919
www.spartanfelt.com
e-mail: jweltz@spartanfelt.com